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Introduction

The Spanish Arab (SA) horse breed studbook was

founded in 1847 by the Spanish Ministry of War

(Maxwell 1995). Historically, crossbreeding to obtain

individuals with the desired performance characteris-

tics was the major purpose of the Arab horses in

Spain (Maxwell 1995). This is the basis of the devel-

opment of a number of SA-derived horse breeds.

Two major Spanish horse breeds, Anglo-Arab (dAA)

and Hispano-Arab (dHA) constituting 5.3% of the

national equine census (MAPyA, 2003), were

formed by continuous cross breeding between SA

horses and Thoroughbred (TB) and Spanish purebred

(SPB; Andalusian) horses respectively. Their stud-

books were founded respectively in 1884 and 1986,

remaining open to individuals with an Arab parent.

The Anglo-Arab is one of the most ancient Spanish

studbooks. Despite this there is a consensus on the

existence of the Hispano-Arab horse population early

in the 20th century (Steen 2006), genealogical

recording began recently with the foundation of its

studbook. This breed in Spain is officially considered

as an endangered breed (Spanish regulation RD

1662 ⁄ 1997). Additionally, the development of the

Spanish equine industry (Valera et al. 2005; Azor
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Summary

This research assesses the genetic composition of three Arab-derived

Spanish horse breeds as an example to highlight the major shortcomings

related to genealogical analyses in open populations and to propose

approaches useful to deal with this task. The studbooks of three Spanish

Arab (SA)-derived horse breeds, Spanish Anglo-Arab (dAA), Hispano-

Arab (dHA) and Spanish Sport Horse (dSSH) and those of their parental

breeds SA, Spanish Purebred (SPB) and Thoroughbred (TB), totalling

211 754 individuals, were available. The genealogies of the dAA, dHA

and dSSH were analysed not only using the corresponding studbook

(breed exclusive dataset) but also including the genealogies of the foun-

ders from parental breeds (completed dataset). Coancestry analyses

revealed that the present SA-derived populations share more genes with

the Arab than with the other parental breeds. Effective population size

was computed by accounting for migration rates to obtain an equivalent

closed-population effective size (eqNe) of 39.2 for the dAA, 56.3 for dHA

and 114.1 for dSSH. The essayed methodologies were useful for cha-

racterising populations involving migration. The consequences of the

management of the analysed breeds are discussed. The results emphasize

the need to include the complete genealogies of the individuals to attain

reliable genealogical parameters.
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et al. 2007; Cervantes et al. 2008a) stimulated by the

increasing use of horses for sports and recreation,

has led to the creation of a new breed, the Spanish-

Sport horse (dSSH; studbook founded in 2002), with

some genetic influence from the SA breed. Despite

the importance of this scenario, no analysis on the

genetic influence of the SA horse on the Arab-

derived breeds has been carried out. Furthermore,

the problems regarding inbreeding, population size

or crossbreeding in SA-derived breeds were

unknown until this study.

The genealogical analyses of open populations,

allowing the use of individuals from other breeds for

reproduction, present particular characteristics that

make it difficult to ascertain the real rates of genetic

variability in the analysed stock (Hamann & Distl

2008). The analysis of populations receiving genetic

contributions from other populations over time

needs to account for migration rates to assess their

genetic variability in terms of inbreeding and effec-

tive size (Falconer & Mackay 1996). Moreover, the

effect of the mating policy on the genetic variability

of an open population cannot be straightforwardly

assessed via the computation of the effective popula-

tion size because this parameter is influenced by

rates of migration from external populations.

In this respect, in order to ascertain the genetic

influence of the source populations in terms of foun-

der contributions, one needs to trace genealogies

back using pedigrees from pure studbooks of origin

to identify founders with certainty. However, the

impact of ignoring those genealogies from pure

breeds is usually unknown (Hamann & Distl 2008).

The aim of this research was to assess the genetic

composition of three SA-derived Spanish horse

breeds and the relationships and the differentiation

between them using genealogical information,

addressing the consequences of ignoring the parental

pedigrees, as well as developing and essaying meth-

odologies to manage populations submitted for

migration. To deal with these objectives the com-

plete Spanish horse studbooks for the SA, SPB, TB,

dHA, dAA and dSSH horse breeds were used. The

consequences of the obtained results for the man-

agement of the analysed breeds are discussed.

Material and methods

Pedigree data

Information registered in the studbooks (from their

foundation to December 2004) of the Spanish

Anglo-Arab, Hispano-Arab and Spanish Sport horse

breeds, as well as the full genealogies of the SA, SPB

and Spanish TB horse breeds, were obtained from

the official web site of the Spanish horse studbook

(Ministry of Defense: http://www.librogenealogi-

co.com), and used in this analysis. The total number

of animals was: 8289 for dAA, 3394 for dHA, 7099

for dSSH, 18 880 for SA, 140 629 for SPB and

33 463 for TB. The records of animals born per per-

iod of 5 years from the dAA, dHA and dSSH stud-

books are summarized in Table 1.

Note that a given SA individual can act as parent

in each of the dAA, dHA and dSSH studbooks. Fur-

thermore, dSSH is a composite breed that includes in

its studbook any individual participating in sports

competitions and that is not registered in any other

studbook and, therefore, a given SA, SPB, TB, dAA

or dHA individual can act as parent in the dSSH

studbook. The available information was edited to

avoid redundancies and to make the identification of

the same individual uniform regardless of the breed

exclusive database in which it is recorded and to

identify with certainty the breed of each individual.

Throughout the manuscript the dAA, dHA and

dSSH breeds will be referred to as ‘derived’ popula-

tions, while the SA, SPB and TB breeds will be con-

sidered ‘parental’ populations.

Table 2 shows the number of individuals acting as

parents in the breed exclusive datasets (those

directly obtained from the SA-derived studbooks) of

those derived by parental horse breeds. A total of

21.4% of individuals which acted as parents were

SA and 26.3% were TB in the dAA studbook; a total

of 28.3% for SA and 42.2% for SPB individuals

acted as parents in the dHA studbook and finally, a

total of 4.4% SA, 19.1% SPB, 10.3% TB, 5.3% dAA,

1.6% dHA and 36.6% of individuals from other

breeds acted as parents in the dSSH studbook.

Within pedigrees, a group of animals approaching

the last generation were defined as ‘reference popu-

lations’ within each population. For this purpose,

the average generation length (GL), defined as the

average age of parents at the birth of their offspring

kept for reproduction, was computed for each

derived population using the program endog

(Gutiérrez & Goyache 2005). According to average

GLs (12.0 � 0.13 years for dAA, 10.1 � 0.16 years

for dHA and 11.4 � 0.21 years for dSSH), the refer-

ence populations finally included the animals born

in the last 12 years for the dAA breed, 10 years for

dHA and 11 years for dSSH.

Table 2 also gives the number of stallions and

mares acting as parents of the reference populations.

In dAA the highest proportion of mares (46.8%)
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were dAA, while for stallions these were SA

(44.7%); in dHA, the highest proportion of mares

(50.4%) were dHA and for stallions these were SPB

(66.3%); with respect to dSSH, the highest propor-

tion of mares were dSSH (36.7%) and for stallions

these were SPB (39.9%).

The pedigree information summarized in Table 2

was used to include all the available genealogies of

the parents identified from the SA, SPB and TB stud-

books in the dAA, dHA and dSSH datasets. The data-

sets were completed with parental genealogies given

that, in the breed exclusive datasets, the genealogies

were truncated where an ancestor from a parental

breed appeared. After including information from

the parental studbooks the available records totalled

16 304, 10 605 and 21 826 respectively, for dAA,

dHA and dSSH. Throughout the manuscript, the

information contained in dAA, dHA and dSSH stud-

books without recording ‘parental genealogies’, will

be referred to as ‘breed exclusive datasets’ and after

including the information from the parental stud-

books they will be referred to as ‘completed data-

sets’. Note that, regardless of whether the analysed

dataset was breed exclusive or completed, those indi-

viduals with both parents unknown were considered

as founders following Moureaux et al. (1996), Valera

et al. (2005) and Cervantes et al. (2008a). As a conse-

quence, most individuals that were considered foun-

ders in the breed exclusive datasets were not

considered as such in the completed datasets. Note

also that the number of animals acting as parents, in

the reference populations are defined the same

before and after completing the genealogies. Addi-

tionally, according to Lacy (1989) and Cervantes

et al. (2008a), when only one parent is known, the

unknown parent was considered a founder.

The contributions of founders within breed of ori-

gin were summed up to calculate the influence of

the different pure breeds. When a founder appeared

assigned to its own studbook instead a parental

breed, it was assumed that it had a parental compo-

sition equal to the average contribution of each

parental population to the corresponding derived

breed.

Statistical analyses

A number of population and genetic parameters

were computed on the reference populations using

the program endog (current version v4.5; Gutiérrez

& Goyache 2005).

The pedigree completeness level was computed for

both the breed exclusive and the completed datasetsT
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as the proportion of ancestors known per parental

generation (MacCluer et al. 1983). Also, the number

of equivalent to discrete generations (t) for each

individual in a pedigree was computed as the sum of

(½)n, where n is the number of generations separat-

ing the individual to each known ancestor (Boichard

et al. 1997).

The inbreeding coefficient (F), defined as the prob-

ability that two alleles at a randomly chosen locus

are identical by descent (Malécot 1948), and the

average relatedness coefficient (AR), defined as the

probability that an allele randomly chosen from

the whole population belongs to a given animal

(Goyache et al. 2003; Gutiérrez et al. 2003), were

computed for each individual included in the breed

exclusive and the completed datasets. Note that the

AR coefficient of a founder means its genetic contri-

bution to the population. For each reference popula-

tion, these coefficients can be summed up for the

founders belonging to a parental breed to ascertain

the relative contributions from parental breeds.

The probability of gene origin was characterized

by computing the following parameters: (i) effective

number of founders (fe), which is the reciprocal of

the probability that two alleles drawn at random in

the studied population originate from the same

founder (James 1972) and this is computed from the

genetic contribution of founders to the descendant

gene pool of the population (Lacy 1989); (ii) effec-

tive number of ancestors (fa), defined as the mini-

mum number of ancestors, not necessarily founders,

explaining the complete genetic diversity of a popu-

lation (Boichard et al. 1997). Parameter fa does not

fully account for gene loss by drift from the ances-

tors to a reference population but complements the

information offered by fe accounting for the losses of

genetic variability produced by the unbalanced use

of reproductive individuals producing bottlenecks

(Gutiérrez et al. 2005); (iii) the founder genome

equivalents (Ballou & Lacy 1995), defined as the

theoretically expected number of founders that

would be required to provide the genetic diversity in

the actual population if the founders were equally

represented and had lost no alleles, was obtained by

the inverse of twice the average coancestry of the

individuals within the population (Caballero & Toro

2000).

Effective population size (Ne) was computed fol-

lowing Gutiérrez et al. (2003) approaching the

increase in inbreeding (DF) as the regression coeffi-

cient (b) of the individual inbreeding coefficient over

the equivalent discrete generations (t), and consider-

ing the corresponding regression coefficient as the

increase in inbreeding between two generations,

b ¼ Ft � Ft�1 � Ft�Ft�1

1�Ft�1

� �
, and consequently Ne

=1 ⁄ (2b).

The migration rate (m) was computed for the

breed exclusive dataset as the ratio between the

number of animals from the parental populations

acting as parents over the whole number of parents

(from the parental population or not) identified in

the reference population.

Assuming that inbreeding remains stable as a con-

sequence of the balance between migration and drift

in open populations, the equivalent to closed-popu-

lation effective size (eqNe) was approached in the

breed exclusive datasets from F ffi 1
4meqNeþ1 (Falconer

& Mackay 1996), where F is the average inbreeding

in the reference population in which mean inbreed-

ing remains constant and m is the migration rate.

Table 2 Number of individuals acting as parents in the breed exclusive datasets of the Spanish Anglo-Arab (dAA), Hispano-Arab (dHA) and Span-

ish-Sport horse (dSSH) studbooks, by parental horse breed

Parental Breed

Whole pedigrees Reference populations

dAA dHA dSSH dAA dHA dSSH

Stallion Mare Stallion Mare Stallion Mare

Spanish Arab (SA) 1016 (21.4) 644 (28.3) 255 (4.4) 346 (44.7) 225 (15.1) 182 (25.5) 269 (30.3) 171 (9.7) 47 (1.5)

Spanish Purebred (SPB) 959 (42.2) 1102 (19.1) 474 (66.3) 172 (19.3) 703 (39.9) 278 (8.9)

Thoroughbred (TB) 1253 (26.3) 595 (10.3) 166 (21.5) 567 (38.1) 156 (8.8) 315 (10.1)

Anglo-Arab (dAA) 2486 (52.3) 307 (5.3) 261 (33.8) 698 (46.8) 103 (5.8) 149 (4.8)

Hispano-Arab (dHA) 669 (29.5) 91 (1.6) 59 (8.2) 448 (50.4) 26 (1.5) 61 (2.0)

Spanish-Sport (dSSH) 1301 (22.6) 203 (11.5) 1144 (36.7)

Othersa 2110 (36.6) 400 (22.7) 1122 (36.0)

Whole pedigrees included all animals in the dataset and reference populations included animals born in the last 12 years for the dAA breed,

10 years for dHA and 11 years for dSSH. In brackets, % with respect to the total parents, total stallions and total mares, respectively.
aAll parents belonging to non-listed breeds.
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Using this expression, we assume that a particular

derived breed behaves as a population under the

island migration model (Wright 1931). The parame-

ter eqNe can only therefore be computed when no

significant regression of F over the year of birth for

the animals existed in the reference population and

can be interpreted as the Ne corresponding to a pop-

ulation with the same mating policy as the analysed

population but without migration. Note that the for-

mula F ffi 1
4meqNeþ1 is just a case (assuming that muta-

tion is negligible) of the more general formula

F ffi 1
4eqNeðuþvþmÞþ1 where u and v are the mutation

rates in two directions between two alleles at a

locus. The expression was developed to study each

subpopulation under the island model, assuming no

relationships among migrants, and therefore applies

for the last purpose to our breed exclusive datasets

in which migrants appear as founders. Note again

that the eqNe would give information on the

expected Ne of a population with the same breeding

policy as that of the studied breed but without

migration, which would allow comparisons of mat-

ing policies with other populations via Ne.

Finally, the genetic relationships and differentiation

between all reference populations composed by the

last generation of individuals belonging to the paren-

tal and the derived populations (SA, SPB, TB, dAA,

dHA and dSSH) were assessed from a database that

included all the records of the six available studbooks.

Here the relationship between animals previously

considered as migrants is now taken into account.

The coefficient of coancestry of two individuals is

defined as the probability that two gametes taken

at random, one from each, carry alleles that are

identical by descent (Falconer & Mackay 1996). The

within-breed coancestry (fii) and the between-breeds

coancestry matrix (fij) were computed averaging all

pairwise coancestry coefficients of the individuals

belonging, respectively, to a given breed i or to

two different breeds i and j. Following Caballero &

Toro (2000, 2002) the between-breeds Nei’s mini-

mum distance (Dm) matrix was also computed as

Dm ¼ fii þ fjj

� �
=2

� �
� fij where fii and fjj are the average

coancestry within two breeds i and j and fij the

coancestry between two breeds i and j.

Results

Pedigree completeness

The quality of the pedigree information of the indi-

viduals included in the reference population is illus-

trated in Figure 1. The inclusion of the available

pedigrees obtained from the parental population ped-

igrees significantly increased the completeness of the

genealogies of the dAA, dHA and dSSH breeds. The

breed exclusive datasets had a completeness of 51.2%

for the dAA breed, 30.3% for dHA and 24.7% for

dSSH in the second parental generation, while these

figures in the completed pedigrees were, respectively,

98.8%, 91.4% and 59.6%. The highest effect on pedi-

gree knowledge was observed for the dHA breed

because of the influence of the SPB genealogies: the

completed dataset of the dHA breed has levels of

completeness higher than 60% up to the eighth

parental generation (Valera et al. 2005). The average

number of equivalent to complete discrete generation

gave similar information. The breed exclusive datasets

of the dAA, dHA and dSSH breeds had average num-

ber of equivalent to discrete generations (t) of 2.54

for dAA, 1.35 for dHA, and 1.23 for dSSH, while the

figures corresponding to the completed datasets were,

respectively, 5.60, 7.71 and 3.35.

Probability of gene origin

Parameters characterizing the genetic variability of

the identified reference populations in terms of gene

origin are given in Table 3. A total of 1942, 1417

and 4966 founders were identified in the breed

Figure 1 Percent of ancestors known per

parental generation in Spanish Anglo-Arab

(in squares), Hispano-Arab (in circles) and

Spanish Sport horse (in triangles), with

parental generation 1 that corresponds to

parents, 2 that corresponds to grandpar-

ents, etc. Results from the breed exclusive

datasets are in open symbols, while those

from the completed datasets after including

information from the parental studbooks are

in black symbols.
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exclusive datasets of the dAA, dHA and dSSH breeds

respectively. However, the complete datasets allowed

us to identify a different scenario with 2414 foun-

ders for the dAA breed, 860 founders for dHA and

5655 founders for dSSH. The substantial decrease of

total number of founders (39%) found in the com-

pleted pedigree of dHA, with respect to those identi-

fied in the breed exclusive pedigree, would

characterize the dHA breed as a product of a limited

number of families from the parental breeds thus

limiting the genetic variability of the population.

The effective number of founders computed from

the completed datasets were 48% for dAA, 27% for

dHA and 79% for dSSH of those obtained using the

breed exclusive datasets. In turn, the effective

number of ancestors computed from the completed

datasets were 41% for dAA, 13% for dHA and 59%

for dSSH from those obtained using the breed exclu-

sive datasets. And regarding the founder genome

equivalents these values become 31% for dAA, 7%

for dHA and 39% for dSSH.

Table 4 details the contributions to the derived

breeds of the founders belonging to the paternal

breeds as identified in the completed datasets. The

contributions of the SA breed to its derived dAA and

dHA breeds are lower than 50% and tended to be

higher on the mares path. The lowest contribution

of the SA founders was found in the dSSH breed

(below 10%). In the dSSH breed, the contributions

of the founders belonging to the SPB and TB breeds,

reached values of roughly 20% each. However, most

contributions (higher than 50%) were not from the

Table 3 Parameters characterising the probability of gene origin of the animals included in the reference populations, animals born in the last

12 years for the Spanish Anglo-Arab, 10 years for Hispano-Arab and 11 years for the Spanish-Sport horse breeds using the breed exclusive and

the completed pedigree datasets

Spanish Anglo Arab Hispano Arab Spanish Sport Horse

Breed

exclusivea Completedb

Breed

exclusivea Completedb

Breed

exclusivea Completedb

Total number of animals in the reference

population

3071 3071 1783 1783 6198 6198

Animals with both parents unknown 1883 2228 1377 670 4467 3889

Total number of founders 1942 2414 1417 860 4966 5655

Effective number of founders 433 210 327 87 762 602

Effective number of ancestors 241 98 311 41 736 436

Founder genomes equivalents 163 50 263 18 655 255

Ancestors explaining 100% of the genetic

variability

1569 1202 1215 514 4272 4032

Ancestors explaining 50% of the genetic

variability

130 44 203 16 638 284

aUsing breed exclusive dataset.
bUsing completed dataset after including information from the parental studbooks.

Table 4 Contribution of the founders from the paternal populations to the derived Spanish Anglo-Arab (dAA), Hispano-Arab (dHA) and Spanish-

Sport horse (dSSH) populations for the whole pedigree (WP, including all animals of the dataset) and for the reference populations (RP, including

animals born in the last 12 years for the dAA breed, 10 years for dHA, and 11 years for dSSH) available from the breed exclusive datasets

Spanish Arab Thoroughbred Spanish Purebred Others

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

dAA

WP 17.8 22.2 40.0 37.1 22.9 60.0

RP 24.7 16.7 41.4 30.6 28.0 58.6

dHA

WP 20.4 26.2 46.6 33.5 19.9 53.4

RP 22.8 25.6 48.4 34.7 16.9 51.6

dSSH

WP 6.1 2.9 9.0 10.0 9.0 19.0 14.9 6.0 20.9 19.3 31.8 51.1

RP 6.1 2.7 8.8 10.9 8.1 19.0 13.2 4.8 18.0 25.2 29.0 54.2
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populations assumed here to be parental: SA, SPB

and TB.

Figure 2 shows the contributions of the founders

of the parental breeds to the reference populations

defined in the dAA, dHA and dSSH pedigrees by

date of birth of the founders in order to illustrate the

genetic history of the derived breeds. The SA influ-

ence on both the dAA and dHA breeds was always

lower than that from TBs and SPBs respectively. This

was basically due to founders born between 1975

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 Contribution of the founders from

the parental breeds to the reference popula-

tions (animals born in the last 12 years for

the Spanish Anglo-Arab, 10 years for the

Hispano-Arab and 11 years for the Spanish

Sport horse) of the Spanish Anglo-Arab

breed (Plot A), Hispano-Arab breed (Plot B)

and Spanish-Sport horse breed (Plot C), by

decade of birth of the founders. Contribu-

tions of the Spanish Arab (h), Thoroughbred

(D), Spanish Purebred (s) and from non-

listed breeds (x) founders are represented.
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and 1994 (Plot 2A and 2B). The SA contribution to

the dSSH breed (Plot 2C) was low and remained

constant over the period analysed (over 2%). How-

ever, major founder contributions to the dSSH

breeds came from breeds that were not included

among the three parental populations analysed here.

Figure 3 shows the contributions of ancestors to

the reference populations defined in the dAA (Plot

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 Contribution of the Boichard

et al.’s (1997) ancestors to the reference

populations (animals born in the last

12 years for the Spanish Anglo-Arab,

10 years for the Hispano-Arab and 11 years

for the Spanish Sport horse) of the Spanish

Anglo-Arab breed (Plot A), Hispano-Arab

breed (Plot B) and Spanish-Sport horse

breed (Plot C) by decade of birth of the

ancestors. Contributions of the Spanish Arab

(h), Thoroughbred (D), Spanish Purebred

(s), Spanish Anglo-Arab ( ), Hispano-Arab

(d), Spanish-Sport horse ( ) and from non-

listed breeds (x) ancestors are represented.
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3A), dHA (Plot 3B) and dSSH (Plot 3C) pedigrees by

date of birth of the ancestors. In dAA major genetic

contributions came from ancestors belonging to their

own derived breed (42.9%), with the contributions

of the TB ancestors being higher (32.6%) than that

from the SA ancestors (24.5%). In the dHA breed

the ancestors belonging to the SA and SPB breeds

gave similar genetic contributions (30.2% and

35.7% respectively). The contributions of parental

ancestors to both the dAA and the dHA population

were basically given by individuals born during the

period 1985–1994. In dSSH, the genetic contribu-

tions of the ancestors belonging to the SA were sta-

ble and very low (3.3%). In this breed, major

contributions came from non-listed parental breeds

and, increasingly, from dSSH ancestors (30.4%).

Inbreeding, average relatedness and effective

population sizes

Inbreeding values of the individuals included in the

reference populations were computed using both the

breed exclusive and the completed pedigrees. Mean

inbreeding values for the breed exclusive pedigrees

were 1.09% for dAA, 0.64% for dHA and 0.30% for

dSSH, while these figures were, respectively, 1.41%,

1.91% and 0.66% for the completed pedigrees. The

mean AR coefficients, characterising the genetic

identity of the individuals included in the reference

populations of the dAA, dHA and dSSH breeds were

0.38%, 0.22% and 0.40% for the breed exclusive

pedigrees and 1.21%, 4.62% and 0.41% for the

completed pedigrees.

Table 5 gives the effective populations sizes

computed from regression of the individual

inbreeding coefficient over the equivalent to discrete

generations in the reference population both in

breed exclusive and completed datasets. The Ne val-

ues computed from regression coefficients were

higher for the completed datasets in dAA and dSSH

(109.5 versus 64.5 and 135.5 versus 47.0 respec-

tively). Ne computed from the dHA breed exclusive

dataset was 16.2, while that computed from the

complete dataset had a meaningless negative value

due to a decrease in the inbreeding coefficient in the

last generation.

After checking that there was no significant

regression of F over the year of birth for the animals

included in the reference population to ensure that

there was no trend in inbreeding, the equivalent to

closed-population effective size (eqNe) was computed

using the breed exclusive pedigrees, in order to com-

pare the results to closed populations in terms of

breeding policy. These values are shown in Table 5

jointly with the migration rates in each breed. The

Ne values obtained from regression coefficients in

completed datasets were higher than those com-

puted for eqNe. After accounting for migration rates,

the computed eqNe values were 39.2 for dAA, 56.3

for dHA, and 114.1 for dSSH.

Between-populations differentiation

Table 6 gives the Nei’s minimum distance (Dm) val-

ues and pairwise coancestry coefficients (fij) between

the animals born in the last decade of the six analy-

Table 5 Effective population size computed

from regression coefficient, migration rate

(m) and equivalent to closed-population

effective size (eqNe) computed for the refer-

ence populations (animals born in the last

12 years for the dAA breed, 10 years for

dHA and 11 years for dSSH) using the breed

exclusive and the completed pedigrees

Spanish Anglo-Arab Hispano-Arab Spanish-Sport Horse

Breed

exclusive

dataseta

Completed

datasetb

Breed

exclusive

dataseta

Completed

datasetb

Breed

exclusive

dataseta

Completed

datasetb

Ne 64.5 109.5 16.2 - 47.0 135.5

m 0.58 0.68 0.72

eqNe 39.2 56.3 114.1

aUsing breed exclusive dataset.
bUsing completed dataset after including information from the parental studbooks.

Table 6 Within-breeds coancestry (on diagonal), between-breeds

coancestry matrix (above diagonal) and between-breeds Nei’s mini-

mum distance matrix (below diagonal) computed using the whole

available pedigrees from the individuals born in the last decade in the

Spanish Purebred (SPB), Spanish Arab (SA), Spanish Thoroughbred

(TB), Spanish Anglo-Arab (dAA), Hispano-Arab (dHA) and Spanish-Sport

horse (dSSH)

SA SPB TB dAA dHA dSSH

SA 0.065 0.000 0.000 0.023 0.032 0.005

SPB 0.071 0.076 0.000 0.000 0.028 0.010

TB 0.041 0.035 0.005 0.001 0.000 0.000

dAA 0.021 0.038 0.007 0.010 0.010 0.002

dHA 0.020 0.018 0.016 0.009 0.027 0.006

dSSH 0.035 0.024 0.004 0.005 0.009 0.003
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sed breeds: SA, SPB, TB, dAA, dHA and dSSH. The

highest differentiation was assessed between the two

parental breeds with deeper pedigrees (SA and SPB;

Dm = 0.071), while the lowest was between the pair

TB-dSSH (0.004). With respect to the derived breeds,

the SA breed showed distance values varying from

0.020 (SA-dHA) to 0.035 (SA-dSSH). The coancestry

assessed between SA and the derived breeds varied

between 0.005 for the pair SA-dSSH and 0.032 for

the pair SA-dHA. These values are in the range of

the coancestry between SPB and each of dHA and

dSSH (0.028 and 0.010 respectively) but are higher

than those computed between TB and each of dAA

and dSSH (0.001 and 0.000 respectively).

Discussion

Genealogical analyses in open populations have

major shortcomings that make it difficult to asses

the genetic variability of the stock and make infer-

ences useful for the management of the population.

Here we apply different approaches to deal with

populations involving migration and to assess the

genetic composition of three SA-derived Spanish

horse breeds. Overall, the analyses carried out here

clearly point that the information gathered in the

breed exclusive pedigrees is not useful to describe

the genetic scenarios of the derived populations.

Differences between using the breed exclusive pedi-

gree or the completed genealogy are a realisation of

the problems of accounting for more or less deep

genealogies. Overall, these figures illustrate how

many between-individuals genetic relationships are

lost in pedigrees without information on parental

breeds. This is true for the dSSH breed regardless of

whether all the parental genealogies are available

but is especially true for the dHA breed in which a

dramatic reduction of the genetic stock can be

assessed when the full genealogies of the registered

individuals are considered.

One can think such a scenario can be approached

using techniques aimed at inferring pedigree infor-

mation from incomplete pedigrees. There are meth-

ods that try to solve this problem based on the

uncertain-parentage-matrix (Pérez-Enciso 1995) that

considers a probabilistic correction for unknown

ancestors. This method has been used very recently

in Trakehner horse, but no major differences were

found when applied to genealogies with missing

ancestries (Teegen et al. 2009). Additionally,

approaches to recover the inbreeding caused by

incomplete pedigrees have been developed by

VanRaden (1992), which assumes that animals with

missing parents have inbreeding coefficients equal to

the mean of the inbreeding coefficients for animals

with known parents born during the same year.

Recently, Aguilar & Misztal (2008) have proposed a

recursive algorithm to reduce the computing time of

VanRaden’s method. This approach seemed to work

well only when the missing dam information was

not more than 10–20% (Lutaaya et al. 1999). There-

fore, such techniques should not be advantageous in

scenarios of open populations but in closed pedigrees

with any efficient genealogies recording. Moreover,

such approaches do not solve the problem of accu-

rate assessment of the genetic contributions from a

parental breed to those derived breeds.

Additionally, the possibilities of using the new

information obtained in the present analysis to cha-

racterise the breeding policies of the Anglo-Arab,

Hispano-Arab and Sport-Spanish horse breeds can be

a point of discussion. Historically, the Arab horse has

been used to improve the conformation and perfor-

mance characteristics of other horse populations

(Bowling & Ruvinsky 2000a) contributing to a

large extent to the formation of breeds such as the

TB (Bowling & Ruvinsky 2000b) or the Lipizzan

(Zechner et al. 2002). The Spanish breeds derived

from the Arab horse are: dAA, dHA and dSSH. The

introgression of SA individuals into these derived

breeds is significant and, in most cases, balanced

between stallions and mares (see Table 4). The use

of reproductive SA individuals in the derived breeds

has been continuous up to the present day and, in

fact, the derived breeds cannot be considered as sep-

arated genetic entities. Major SA founders and

ancestors identified for the derived breeds (especially

for dAA and dHA) were born recently between 1975

and 1994 and no unbalanced use of reproductive

individuals belonging to the derived breeds was

detected until recently (see Figures 2 and 3).

Completeness and gene origin

Any attempt to compare the parameters characteris-

ing gene origin of the analysed breeds with the

results available in the literature is not straightfor-

ward because the latter are computed on closed

horse populations with deep studbooks (see Valera

et al. 2005 and Zechner et al. 2002 for reviews). Also,

this kind of comparison must be interpreted with

caution as these parameters depend on the time

from foundation of the studbook and the quality of

pedigree data recording. Recently, Cervantes et al.

(2008a) reported values of total number of founders,

effective number of founders and effective number
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of ancestors in the SA breed of, respectively, 860,

39.5 and 13. The SA breed is known to have a deep

studbook founded in the 19th century that remains

open for the inclusion of Arab individuals from for-

eign countries. However, the figures corresponding

to the breeds analysed here are higher than those

reported for the SA breed (Cervantes et al. 2008a)

with the rough exception of the completed dataset

of the dHA breed that have a considerably higher

pedigree depth than the others. Differences found

for the dSSH breed can be explained by the recent

foundation of the studbook and the lower quality of

the available pedigree data. However, differences

between dAA and dHA are mainly due to the higher

quality of the genealogies available for the SPB

ancestors of dHA individuals.

Inbreeding, Average Relatedness and effective

population size

Both the average inbreeding and AR computed for

the reference populations defined in the pedigrees

analysed here are highly affected by the degree of

completeness of the genealogies. Some of the indi-

viduals that appeared as a founder in the breed

exclusive dataset are heavily inbred. In open popula-

tions it seems to be not necessary the control in the

breeding policy; a non-inbred offspring will be

obtained from two unrelated highly inbred parents.

However, mating among progeny in later genera-

tions from related founder animals may increase

inbreeding in very short time and reduce effective

population size. Mean F computed using the com-

pleted datasets is from 30% (dAA) to 300% (dHA)

higher than that assessed using the breed exclusive

datasets. The mean ARs (which is roughly twice the

expected average F in the case of random mating,

Goyache et al. 2003; Gutiérrez et al. 2003; Gutiérrez

& Goyache 2005) increase dramatically in the breeds

with deeper pedigrees (dAA and dHA), thus showing

that breeders plan matings in these breeds using

related parental individuals, especially in dHA,

because of the between-individuals relationship

existing in the SPB studbook (Valera et al. 2005).

This is probably happening because breeders ignore

that animals from parental breeds are highly related

as they do not have access to the complete dataset.

The Ne computed with the breed exclusive pedi-

grees had values of 64.5, 16.2 and 47.0 for, respec-

tively, the dAA, dHA and dSSH breeds (Table 5).

However, these figures do not address the ‘real’ Ne

because they ignore the relationships between indi-

viduals appearing as founders, as well as the breed-

ing policy carried out in the parental breeds. These

effective population sizes were computed using a

regression approach that has been shown to fit prop-

erly with real pedigrees with a stable increase in

inbreeding (Gutiérrez et al. 2003). However, in the

scenario analysed here, the computed values are

highly affected by migration and mating policies.

This is especially true in the case of short pedigrees

in which a small number of individuals with more

complete pedigrees are highly inbred, such as in

the case of the breed exclusive dataset of the dHA

breed which includes only 84 inbred individuals

with mean F of 13.7%. Moreover, the regression

approach assumes that the reference population is

the last and more inbred generation. This is not real-

istic in the case of migration as highlighted when

the completed datasets were analysed. The Ne

obtained using regression coefficients with the com-

pleted datasets increase both in the dAA and the

dSSH breeds. This fact shows that the increase in

inbreeding in the parental breeds is lower than in

the derived breeds, leading to a global lower increase

in inbreeding in the completed datasets. Further-

more, it must be noted that somewhere in the pedi-

gree of each of the individuals of the completed

pedigrees, a mating between animals from a different

parental breed could occur with an intermediate

result of null inbreeding. An example of this fact is

observed in the meaningless Ne value computed for

dHA when the completed dataset was considered. This

is because the parental generation was more inbred

than the reference population (6.38% versus 1.91%).

To compare the results obtained here with closed

populations similar in size and breeding policy

(55.4 � 4.96 for SPB and 39.1 � 4.19 for SA;

Cervantes et al. 2008b), Ne should be computed

taking into account migration rates (Falconer &

Mackay 1996). The eqNe given in Table 5 are consis-

tent with the history of the breeds and are from

36% (dAA) to 84% (dSSH) of their respective values

computed by regression in completed datasets.

Between-populations differentiation

The between-breeds differentiation assessed via Dm is

highly affected by the within-breeds coancestry. Pre-

viously unknown ancestors in derived populations

with shallower pedigrees are not expected to

increase the between-populations coancestry because

different breeds do not share common ancestors.

However, these ancestors would increase the

coancestry within populations. In other words,

between-breeds distances are underestimated when
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one of them has poor pedigree knowledge. Differen-

tiation between the SA and the Arab-derived

breeds analysed here is not negligible because the

average within-breeds genetic coancestry exceeds

the between-breeds coancestry. This can be also

observed in the case of the SPB-derived breeds.

However, the very low within-breed coancestry

assessed in TBs (0.005) gives lower Dm values than

expected. In this respect, the within-breeds coances-

try values and, especially, the between-breeds coan-

cestry matrix are more informative on the mating

policies and histories of the breeds. Note that coan-

cestries are half the additive genetic relationships

that are, in turn, the percentage of genes shared

between two individuals or, as here, populations.

Taking this into consideration dAA and dHA popula-

tions would share a higher percentage of genes

(4.6% for dAA and 6.4% for dHA) with the present

SA population than with, respectively, the present

TB and SPB populations. These results are not con-

sistent with the classical approach used before to

assess founder genetic contributions to a population

thus showing that the gene origins of dAA and dHA

are closer to, respectively, the TB and the SPB breeds

than to the SA breed (see Table 4). An alternative

explanation is that the TB and SPB individuals used

for reproduction in the dAA and dHA breeds are not

the same as those used for reproduction within the

parental breeds, particularly in the case of TBs. In

any case, this analysis clearly shows that estimates of

genetic contribution from parental to derived breeds

are biased in the case of open studbooks. In this

respect, only when studbook information from

parental breeds is not available, contrary to what

happened in this study, the performance of such

estimations could be recommended.

Conclusions

We carried out pedigree analyses in three SA-derived

horse breeds. The methodologies used in this work

illustrate the difficulties in carrying out genealogical

studies in open populations.

The analysis carried out with the exclusive data-

sets was not enough to characterise the genetic vari-

ability of derived breeds, but the analysis made by

completed datasets attained better results. The avail-

able genetic variability in the SA-derived breeds was

poorer than expected in populations subject to con-

tinuous migration due to the use for reproduction of

a limited number of families from the parental horse

breeds. This is reflected by the major decrease

assessed for parameters such as effective number of

founders, effective number of ancestors and founder

genome equivalents when the completed pedigrees

are considered. This is particularly true in the dHA

breed which is considered an endangered breed in

Spain. From a breeding perspective, the present

study emphasizes the need to include the complete

genealogies of the individuals from parental breeds

used for reproduction in open populations to avoid

unobserved loss of genetic variability putting at risk

the genetic stocks.

The need to account for migration rates to com-

pute Ne is empirically supported here because the

regression approaches tested to compute Ne did not

fit populations under migration. Moreover, we point

out that ascertaining the genetic contributions from

a population to another via founder analyses cannot

be consistent with between-populations coancestries

and can therefore be questioned. As for between-

studbooks connectedness, it has been shown that

further studies are needed to assess possible joint

evaluation for common traits included in the corre-

sponding selection schemes. The essayed methodolo-

gies were shown to be useful to deal with animal

populations under migration. Misleading conclusions

can be deduced if the whole relationship among

migrants is unknown.
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